EVOLUTION OF ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC COD: LOSS OF GENETIC VARIATION AND GENE EXPRESSION IN PACIFIC COD.
An allozyme investigation of 41 protein-coding loci in two morphologically similar fishes, Atlantic and Pacific cod, indicates that Pacific cod experienced a severe population bottleneck that led to the loss of gene diversity and gene expression. Pacific cod possesses a significantly lesser amount of gene diversity (H = 0.032) than Atlantic cod (H = 0.125) and lacks gene expression for Me-3. Allele-frequency distributions differ between species as predicted by neutral theory: Atlantic cod has a U-shaped distribution, which is expected for populations in drift-mutation equilibrium, whereas Pacific cod has a J-shaped distribution with an excess of low-frequency alleles. This excess may be explained by the appearance of new alleles through mutation which have not yet reached intermediate frequencies through drift. The population bottleneck in Pacific cod was most likely associated with founder populations that dispersed into the Pacific Ocean after the Bering Strait opened. Under the molecular-clock hypothesis a Nei genetic distance of 0.415 (based on 41 loci) suggests that Pacific cod dispersed into the Pacific Ocean soon after the Bering Strait opened in the mid-Pliocene, 3.0 to 3.5 million years ago.